ABSTRACT: Machine learning (ML) has brought significant technological innovations in many fields, but 12 it has not been widely embraced by most researchers of natural sciences to date. Traditional understanding Abstract Graphic: A highway between toxicity perception and machine learning (ML). In a built 26 highway, a sample was imaged by numerous enzyme reactions on a high-throughput chip (HER chip); and 27 its information on acute toxicity was rapidly perceived on a trained CNN model. Here, the simple and 28 effective HER chip just likes a high-speed rail for transportation of data between matter and ML.
Introduction mainly executes supervised training (15). The basic strategy is to collect and obtain a big database that 48 describes the research object, then to build a neural network consisting of numerous parameters
49
(generally >10 7 ), later to raise the model with training on the obtained data (15, 16) . In this process, the 50 acquisition of a large amount of data is a key step. In today's torrent of artificial intelligence, there has been 51 a good breakthrough in the algorithms and hardware for this kind of research. However, most of traditional 52 experiment technologies are costly and low-efficient in the acquisition of required big data. Therefore, the 53 method of efficiently obtaining the data of the research objects will be very important to implement the ML 54 strategy. Even researchers need further to break through the understanding of the concept of scientific data.
55
And be aware that the data used for ML may be quite different from the traditional scientific data, although 56 those two kinds of data may all come from the same research object.
57
To obtain the data for the application of ML, there are some new technologies being improved or created 58 in the future work. High-throughput experimentation (HTE) seems to be one of the best ways to meet the 59 demand. The HTE, appearing in its powerful abilities in parallel operations and data production, is being 60 adopted by some researchers (17 challenge. In such situations, the IJP, as an efficient means of distributing material, still was a good choice.
144
In details, we designed a sample template (Fig. 3A) that contained 400 individual recipe units (arranged as a
145
20×20 matrix) consisted of three C/M/Y layers. The intensity of these three colors was directly related to the 146 concentration of 'inks' in a unit. When loading several toxicant solutions in separated cartridges on a printer
147
(assembled rules see in Table S3 ), it is accessible to create larger numbers of different test toxicants (ratios 148 listed in Table S9 ) on all specified units with the guidance of the template software. When these units are 149 precisely set to 1600 chips (Fig. S3B) , we got the same number of HER images ( Fig. S4 and Table S5) 150 followed performing a large batch of reactions and scanning them.
151
The richness and diversity of the information on HER chip are worth investigating. In Fig. 2A (Fig.3C ), these kinds of information are exhibited as 3 color dimensions (RGB, Red, Green, Blue) of pixels.
163
And each dimension is quantified in a range of 0 to 255 (0 corresponds to black, 255 to white). These RGB
164
values indirectly reflected the toxicity characteristics of test samples, which are the data basis for the later
165
ML modelling.
167

Collection of LIR data
168
Although the LBAT test usually more available than others, it is still a time-consumed and costly operation,
169
especially for testing thousands of samples. Thus, rapidly getting the Ac-tox data is important for us to 170 enhance the efficiency of data acquisition.
171
In this case, we once again introduced the IJP tool into the improvement of the LBAT test. For some steps,
172
we took advantage of its ability to transfer matter efficiently. In practice, before toxic reacting, the 173 luminescent bacteria was prepared into a bio-ink and evenly printed on 4 plates ( 
210
At training stage of the CNN, the previously-acquired HER images and LIR data were served as a dataset.
211
All the HRE images (GRB format) were adjusted to a size of 100×100 dpi and uniformly deducted 212 background values. In Fig.4 , when a HER image is taken as the input, the network first processes the images 213 through multi-rounds of convolution, ReLU nonlinearity, and max pooling layers. And then the predicted
214
LIR value (regularized to 0 to 1) is output through a fully-connected layer.
215
The predictive accuracy for LIR was evaluated using root mean squared error (RMSE) and the coefficient class j given that the true Ac-tox class i (Table S9 ). The accuracy rate for the classes of median-toxic,
221
severe-toxic, and highly-toxic reached 87.6, 73.7, and 93.9%, respectively; but only 4.5 and 56.5% of the 222 predictive accuracy rate for the classes of non-toxic and low-toxicity. This may be due to the small number 223 of the training data in these two levels limiting the performance of the CNN. Additionally, we randomly 224 selected 50 new samples to verify the prediction accuracy on a small set (Fig.6 ). It can be found that only 6 225 out of 50 samples were predicted to outliers (prediction levels deviate from the real ones), and that the biases 226 are only one level.
228
Discussion
229
The execution of our experiments benefited from the introduction of the IJP technology to prepare the 230 high-density HER chips. Millions of independent micro-reactions were constructed easily by using a precise ink (~45dyn mL -1 ).
309
Design of HER-Chip template
310
In Fig. S2A , single HER-chip template is designed as a rectangle (500×500 dpi) composed of 6 color layers,
311
in which CMY refers to three inks: regular cyan, magenta, and yellow. According to the color distribution
312
(pre-set CMY values), layers 1-3 indicates that the output of each ink ranged 0-100% in steps of 1%, while 313 the inks on layers 4-6 are in a constant output of 100%. All the layers were corresponded to the enzymes (or 314 chemicals) as listed in Table S1 . At last, this CMY model will generate a color space theoretically containing 315 2.5×10 5 dots by various combinations of these layers. Besides, a composition template containing 400 HER 316 chips also was designed in Fig. S2B . The chips are spatially arranged in a 20×20 matrix, and each one is 317 made up layers 1-6. By printing 4 pages (one page 400 chips), 1600 HER chips were parallelly prepared.
318
Design of sample template
319
A sample template (Fig. S3a ) contained 20×20 individual recipe units was designed, and each unit 320 (10.0×10.0 mm) represents a mixed sample of 3 toxic compounds (selected from Table S2 ). All CMY layers 321 in the template respectively contain a subtle linear-gradient of color (ranged from 0-100%) in different 322 directions. By arranging multiple inks in the template (assembled rules see Table S3 ), 1600 mixed-samples 323 were formed and printed.
324
Preparation of HER chip
325
In a typical step, the cartridges were washed with distilled water and ethanol, and 6 inks (listed in Table S1) 326 were added to the cartridges. The selected PVC substrate was placed smoothly on 1, and fixed at a 327 designated location. During printing, the nozzles were guided by the composition template (Fig. S2B) to 328 print the inks on the substrate. Specially, by stacking the layers, 6 inks in Table S1 were combined along 329 certain distribution directions and quantities. For in-situ mixing of the reactants on the HER chip, the 330 obtained HER chips were sprayed with pure water in an ultrasonic actuator (droplets with size of about 3 to 331 5μm) followed by air-drying. Then, all the resulting chips were placed in an airtight vessel with deoxidant in 332 the dark.
333
AC-tox reaction between HER chip and samples
334
All the Ac-tox reactions between the HER chip and sample were carried out by positioning overprinting
335
(shown in Fig. S3B ). Before reacting, 4 toxic compounds (HgCl 2 , PbNO 3 , Tet and SM2-Na, listed in Table   336 S2) were prepared into a series of solutions (in 2% NaCl), and added to the cartridges as original inks.
337
Meanwhile, one of the prepared substrate comprised of 400 HER chips was placed and fixed on 1. During printing, the 4 toxicant solutions as ink were distributed accurately following the guidance of the template in 339 Fig. S3A . Wait for the chip to dry (wait about 30 seconds), the 1600 HER images (see in Fig. S4 ) are 340 accurately scanned by a commercial laser scanner.
342
Collection of AC-tox data
Where f kt is the luminous intensity correction factor, G kt is the average gray value of CK regions at t = 5, 375 15 or 30 min, G 0 is the average gray value of the CK region at t = 0 min.
Where G ct is the corrected value of G 0 before the addition of the test sample.
378
The LIR using Equation (3):
G t is the average gray value at t = 5, 15 or 30 min after the Ac-tox reaction. LIR is luminescent inhibition rate were extracted from the same reacting cells. Similarly, LIRs of other samples were calculated by the same way.
383
And finally only the data of t = 15 min were used as the label for HER images. Table S1 . Configuration of inks on a single HER template Table S2 Shooting parameters.
394 Table S2 . List of 4 toxic compounds.
395 Table S3 . Assembled rules of 4 toxic compounds on the sample template.
396 Table S4 . Physical properties of candidate print substrates.
397 Table S5 . Coding numbers of 1600 HER chips (or images).
398 Table S6 . Shooting parameters.
399 Table S7 . Detailed architecture of CNN.
400 Table S8 . Ac-tox evaluation standard.
401 Table S9 . LIR data and sample composition.
402 Table S10 . LIR data for training set (80%). protected. In the meantime, the toxic compounds (TCs) in the sample maybe participate in all the process Table S6 . 
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